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Assembly There is not all that much assembly to do on the jig and the instructions are clear, it took about an hour for me to get it together and create. None of the parts for my jig were missing or damaged. Not included with jig any guide bushes required; Only two bits are included, which is for the most
widely used through dovetail size. At the time of purchase it was suggested to buy a 14 degree cutter for half-blind joints as well and I did so. Lee also recommend building a platform for the jig to be installed on, and I built one of them. Lee's description is more than just a pigeon jig, it's a template system.
The machine consists of a platform with two adjustable high-altitude hands to hold patterns, two camera-controlled clip bars, and a template. There are several templates available besides the dovetail template that comes with the package. This pattern will cut both through and half-blind pigeons to 24
widths. It will also make sliding pigeon tails and boxes of joints. (disclaimer; I've never tried to make window joints with a machine, nor have I heard of anyone who uses this template for this). Other templates are available, the most useful of them is mortise and tenon and box collaborative templates.
There are still a few that allow you cutting some special and very unique joints as well, I've never used anything other than a dovetail pattern. The most notable feature of the jig is its use of adjustable width and interval pattern fingers. Most pigeon jigs have fixed intervals and contact size, which usually
means that stocks must be sized in some few base units (7/8 for most HB jigs) in order to get the joint look right. With Lee's variable interval, these limitations have largely disappeared. For example, if the width of the drawer is somewhat not somewhat like 5 7/16 wide, you can make sure that there is a
half pin on both edges, the other jigs will fail here. One of the outstanding features of Jig is the guide, it is widely regarded for its clarity and quality. I would go even further and stand up to what is the best guide I have ever seen for nothing. The spiral guide is tied so that it will lie flat on your work bench
and out of good paper stock. Description of how to use jig is mostly pictorial with accompanying descriptive text. This leadership exudes superiority and clarity. One of the often overlooked aspect of jig is that if any of the patterns of fingers are damaged, they can be replaced individually; The pair will cost
about $10. Many other jigs will need the entire comb to be replaced. Leigh is designed to work with eight degree incisors for TD joints, these incisors are available in and the size of the shank depending on the diameter. There are also 8mm shank cutters which are in line with many chatter and generally
better than shank bits because they are stronger. All incisors are available through Lee and several other outlets as well, even 8mm shants. These 8mm cutters will fit in in collet when using the sleeve of the reduction. I haven't used 8mm in lee, but in other jigs, this seems to reduce the chatter a bit.
Operation Jig should be customizing for each different tail cutter used on the machine. Using a TD cutter comes it's done once, like any other jig-based pattern. There are places in the guide with pattern scale drawings provided to record this customization information, all you have to do is write down the
cutter type and note the settings. Because the pattern is adjustable, moving the pattern in or out will make the joint tighter or weaker installation. There are times it is advantageous to cut a tighter or looser joint setup, and it is very easy to do with this jig. One of the differences between this jig and the other
that cut out HB dovetails is that on this jig joint should be cut into two passages rather than one, as is often the case with cookie-cutter jigs; It's rough will take longer. One visual difference in the joint is made in that with a 14 degree dovetail bit used, the tails are noticeably larger. For me, this size is much
more attractive than the minuscule (usually only deep) joints made by the more common and cheaper HB jigs. For me, 1/4 deep joints appear from scale with thick stock usually used for drawers. HB joints are pretty easy on the jig, the only precaution to make sure that the fronts are firmly clamped to
prevent movement. With the help of spacers you can cut the HB overlay or HB inserting box fronts, the guide shows how to install a jig for any type. Through dovetails (TD) a little more involved, but Lee is really good cutting them. These joints require the use of two incisors. This jig matches the dovetail
angle of eight degrees, all Lee TD joints use this angle regardless of the size of the cutter. If you need to cut a bunch of boxes for the project, then it can be very useful to have a second router at hand. Otherwise, the cutters must be replaced with each new layout; all TD jigs would have the same
annoyance to some extent. There are some aspects of jig that make it difficult to use. When raised at a comfortable working height, he throws chips all over the world. If so many joints cut the operator will be covered with chips; the deflector will help a few. I bought a dust-collection facility for Lee. This
makes a huge difference about how clean surgery is. Using it should reduce the chip by about 90% (as long as the hose for collection is not clogged). The down side of the device is that it hides a bit and it is another attachment on the router. While it doesn't really need to see a bit of cutting, I'd rather see
it. The other down-side jig is that it takes some effort to fight the router around to cut all the pins and the router is a little wobbly on It's not the torque router that one struggles with. fingers, pickup hose, if you use it, and perhaps the combined auxiliary effects of chips, noise, and death grip I have on the
router. Whether Myths The most common myth is that jig is hard to create, it's just not true. Each pattern based on dovetail jig requires the same fundamental customization process for each dovetail cutter used; Lee is no different. On Lee it is easier to do because of the scales. The next most common
myth is that it is too complicated. The equipment is more complex than others, however, it is because it will do more. Simply with a dovetail pattern you can cut more sizes and better quality joints than precision positioning machines or simple cookie cutter jigs. Each different sized dovetail cutter will
require a jig to be typed in for this cutter, but all the jig patterns will require this, some of them do not provide any native adjustment method for this. The last popular myth is that jig cuts dovecotes that look hand cut. They look much more hand-cut than a typical h.M.H. jig, but another woodworker can still
say they're not hand-cut; Of course, no one can say (and they don't care). There is only one jig on the market I know that can create a hand-cut look, but it's not Lee. My methods I usually use two routers when operating jig. I usually install jigs for asymmetrical joints when the joint size is less than 12 and
six fingers wide. With these restraints I can set up a jig so that I can clamp two parts at once, one on the left and one on the right. This reduces the total time a little bit. There is a process for labeling parts for this type of manual work. When the size of the joint is more than 12 or six fingers wide, I usually
set the jig for a symmetrical layout. This saves quite a bit of installation time, especially if only one router is used. Using all the objects on hand in the store as a spacer guide I do the width of the finger and the same intervals from each edge of the stock. Using this method, I set the jig to cut a little on the
loose side; if I make a mistake, I usually get within 0.01 or less according to the edges of the stock on the build, close enough for me. On the box the size of the glue box I use the usual yellow glue. I tend to clamp the pieces together for 10 or 15 minutes and then remove them from the clamps to check on
the square. If there is no problematic joint I don't leave the clamps because you can easily clamp the perfect parts in the un-square assembly. I also set the parts aside to cure on the surface of flat, treatment on a non-flat surface can cause deformity. For large adhesives I use white glue to allow more time
to assemble. Tips are some basic tips to keep in mind when operating a machine. Run At the highest speed setting, this will help reduce the gap. Like all DT jigs, a flat, consistent reserve of thickness makes a big difference on the joint fit and overall success. Use backer boards. Use the lift cutting method
described in the Keep snatching to a minimum. If you use stocks that are prone to tearing, use a fronter board. Make a test corner to make sure the jig is set correctly. Double check to make sure the stock is against the pattern and side references before cutting. Visually inspect each joint and make a dry
fit before trying to assemble with glue. Sand parts before making joints, grinding after can affect the seizure. Summary I like Jig Lee, I think it's a useful tool, and if one plans on cutting dovetails in any amount, it's good value. Few jigs can come even close to the flexibility or sharing of quality that this
system will produce. It will take a box or two to hang using a jig, but once done it is pretty easy to use. It's somewhat time consuming to use (not because of the setup), but I think all the patterns are jig-based to varying degrees. Degrees. leigh d4 dovetail jig manual. leigh d4 dovetail jig parts. leigh d4
dovetail jig review. leigh d4 dovetail jig for sale. leigh d4 dovetail jig video. leigh d4 dovetail jig used. leigh d4 24 dovetail jig. leigh dovetail jig d4 upgrade
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